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INTRODUCTION:

This report is a distillation of over 15 years of personal observations pertaining to an alternate energy
development startup company called BlackLight Power, BLP for short. There's a possibility that we may
be hearing a lot more about this company and its founder, Dr. Randall Mills, if recent claims the company
is now making are vindicated. The vindication might happen possibly in the early part of 2015. BLP
claims they are on the verge of successfully developing a new novel way of generating massive amounts
of pollution-free electricity at a fraction of current costs. The inevitable disruptions a new technology of
this nature would unleash over the entire planet are obvious, both good and bad.
This is a long report. It wouldn’t suggest trying to read the whole document at a single sitting. For the
speed reader, I’ve made an effort to organize the most salient points in PART 1. There may be some spillover into PARTS 2 through 4. In addition, for the skim reader on a tight schedule, I've included a
spectacle icon,
, for those on a limited time budget and only want to read the Cliff Notes.
PARTs 2 through 4 contain additional support information that would be of more interest to scholars and
analysts who enjoy digging a little deeper into matters, including the controversy that surrounds
BlackLight Power.
I attempt to give the reader an objective assessment, as I perceive it, of BLP’s chances of success or
failure. I include some of the struggles Blacklight Power has had to step its way through for more than 20
years. There have been tussles involving a number of key personalities, some in powerful positions that
have, according to BLP, hindered the company's commercial goals. The tale is a potential saga worthy of
several future screenplays. However, such a tale will only be told if BLP’s findings are vindicated. When
this report was published we do not yet have a definitive outcome. However, a day of reckoning may be
soon.
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PART 1: HARNESSING SunCellTM Technology

Fig 1 - BlackLight Power headquarters - http://www.blacklightpower.com/business/facilities/

WHAT IS BLACKLIGHT POWER, Inc.:
Blacklight Power, Inc., originally founded in 1991 under the name of HydroCatalysis Inc., is a privately
funded start-up R&D laboratory. They are located in Cranbury, New Jersey, 493 Old Trenton Rd.
Cranbury, NJ 08512. For over 20 years the company has been working on the development of a highly
controversial alternative energy source that involves a unique and unheard of manipulation of the
Hydrogen atom's electron shell. BLP claims they recently had a technological breakthrough. When the
breakthrough is more fully developed the process should show them how to generate huge amounts of
electricity extremely cheaply. It has been conjectured that electricity will eventually become so cheap that
it will be regarded as a “disposable” commodity.
BLP is pressing very hard to vindicate their bold claims, possibly sometime early in 2015. However,
trying to develop the first prototype capable of vindicating their objective has remained frustratingly
elusive. Repeatedly over the years BLP has announced similar claims of having made breakthroughs
followed by predictions that commercialization would soon follow. Unfortunately, while observers have
seen a string of experimental devices and intriguing experiments that sometimes seem to defy the laws of
physics, it is currently my understanding that no viable prototype capable of showing a real promise of
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commercialization has ever been seen. Over the past 20 years, BLP's apparent failure to produce a viable
physical prototype is a key point skeptics and debunkers have been more than happy to point out. And
yet, despite this long list of false starts this privately funded company has managed to remain financially
afloat. In fact, on July 31, 2014, the company posted they "... closed on $11 M in private equity financing
that was oversubscribed by $1 M." Shortly afterwards, on September 2, BLP announced they secured
another $5 million in equity financing. The company has now received more than 80 million from private
investors, 16 million just within the last several months. This would seem to suggest BLP's financial
backers not only continue to maintain-the-faith that their long-term investments will eventually pay off,
some must feel impressed with the latest breakthroughss BLP has privately demonstrated for their benefit.
Once again, BLP is claiming they are on the verge of success. To that goal they are currently working
with a number of engineering firms in order to build a unique prototype - the first of its kind. If successful
the prototype will reportedly generate up to 100 kilowatts of electricity using hydrogen as the fuel source
extracted directly from water. No other external source of input energy is needed. There is no reported
pollution. No rare or exotic materials are needed.
When completed, the first of these hand-built prototypes may be available for field tests at an estimated
price of $30k to $50k each. If the field tests prove to be successful commercialization and mass
production plans will be the next logical step. The implication is that the price of electricity will
eventually begin to drop to a fraction of current costs as economies of mass production are brought into
the equation. How fast, or slow, this global transformation is likely to take is open to considerable debate.
Ten years, twenty, thirty? Who really knows. But eventually, as the technology continues to evolve
electricity will become a disposable commodity for everyone on the planet.
At present BLP is shooting for an initial delivery date around the end of this year, 2014, or soon
afterwards. This assumes, Mr. Murphy doesn't schedule an unwanted visit. On that point, BLP has wisely
added the following disclaimer: "current management estimate, subject to change.
In the meantime, we who reside in the peanut gallery wait for further developments.

WHO KNOWS ABOUT BLACKLIGHT POWER?
Except for a small handful of geeks and marginalized misfits who tend keep an eye on these kind of
whacky subjects (like me), few in our society have heard of BlackLight Power. Others who have, more
often than not, tend to conclude that BLP and everyone involved are either deluded, or else involved in a
scam operation. That is the likely conclusion many would infer after reading the BlackLight Power entry
out in Wikipedia. The fact that many seem to have come to such conclusions is in itself a fascinating saga
worth telling. BLP, in an attempt to rectify the Wikipedia matter recently filed a civil case suit against
three anonymous Wiki editors who, according to BLP, have claimed the company has been engaging in
fraud and has failed to develop a marketable product. The suit was filed on August 13, 2014. BLP also
claims these statements had been made with knowledge of their falsity and with intent to injure their
business operations. I will touch on some of the interesting political fallout and legal wrangling that is
occurring later in this report.
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Meanwhile, certain government agencies like NASA and DOD have been aware of BLP’s work for some
time. Most of these agencies prefer to maintain a low profile while continuing to monitor recent
developments. Some have reportedly performed their own due diligence using their own private labs with,
I gather, interesting results and varying degrees of success. I suspect most of these agencies could care
less about the controversy. All they care about is whether BLP can show them a practical economical way
to generate massive amounts of cheap electricity.

THE CEO OF BlackLight Power
Dr. Randal Mills is the CEO of BlackLight Power. Dr. Mills possesses a medical degree. Setting
medicine aside, he went into the fields of physics and entrepreneurship to seek his fortune. It is generally
believed that Dr. Mills possesses a very high IQ - a geek extraordinaire if you will. Dr. Mills has
developed an audacious and highly controversial theory that is often referred to as the Grand Unified
Theory of Classical Physics (GUT-CP). Dr. Mills can be found occasionally posting terse responses
about the ramifications of his theory out at the Yahoo group: [SocietyforClassicalPhysics] which he
helped found. It is a moderated group. John Farrell, a close associate of Dr. Mills is the principal
moderator. I, myself, am a member of this group. On occasion Dr. Mills has replied to questions I have
posted. I have appreciated his willingness to take the time to answer what he considers legitimate
questions from those who reside within the peanut gallery.

TO GO BOLDLY WHERE NO UPSTART ALTERNATE ENERGY COMPANY HAS
GONE BEFORE
Around the beginning of 2014 BLP began posting a new collection of articles and intriguing video
demonstrations. You can view some of these demonstrations at the website’s "what's new" link.
http://www.blacklightpower.com/whats-new/
Of particular interest are several videos of private demonstrations conducted at BLP’s labs by special
invitation. These demonstrations were conducted in June 25 and July 21, 2014. They appear to show BLP
working on various components of the energy generation process. Most of the components used to
generate the energy appear to be material scrounged around from the lab or purchased from industrial
catalogues. The appearance of these hastily-assembled devices are likely to look primitive and
unimpressive to the uneducated eye. Appearance can be deceptive however. For comparison, I have
placed a photo of one of these primitive SunCell demonstrations next to a photo of the first successfully
demonstrated transistor.
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Fig 2

BLP has trademarked the technology, calling it SunCellTM. While none of the current demonstrations (As
of June & July of 2014) show an actual working prototype capable of self running and generating
kilowatts of excess electricity, they appear to be closing in on the ultimate goal… slowly, in incremental
steps. BLP promises more sophisticated demonstrations in the near future.
If SunCell technology becomes a reality it will very likely decimate the entire fossil fuel and alternate
energy markets in existence today. Eventually, most energy technologies will be incapable of competing
against SunCell technology. The solar cell industry, however, is likely to thrive far better than it currently
does after being retooled to work with SunCell technology. BLP estimates that certain solar cell
configurations may be able to pay for themselves in less than a month of constant use. Some
configurations may even be able to pay for themselves in less than two days. This is in stark contrast to
today's 10 - 20 year amortization schedules drawn up to pay off a collection solar cell panels typically
attached to residential & commercial roof tops.

HOW DOES SUNCELL TECHNOLOGY WORK?
The energy resource is based on a unique manipulation of the hydrogen atom when catalyzed in a
proprietary way BLP has developed. The catalyzing process occurs within electron shell of the hydrogen
atom. For this to happen, the hydrogen atom must be manipulated while existing in the singular state of
an independent atom. The proprietary SunCell process cannot happen when hydrogen exists in the
preferred molecular state of two atoms covalently bonded to each other, chemically known as - H2. It is,
in fact, extremely difficult finessing hydrogen atoms into the singular atomic state. Hydrogen wants to
immediately join back with another singular hydrogen atom creating a tightly bonded marriage known as
a hydrogen molecule. It has been known for some time that the singular "atomic" state of hydrogen
exhibits puzzling and unusual properties, such as one known as “brown gas.” It's behavior is so strange
that its exotic behavior has garnered special commentary within a Wikipedia entry where it is claimed that
the gas has attracted the interest of "Fringe Science" and "fraud[sters]". In other words, as far as most
anonymous Wikipedia editors are concerned: Move along... Move along... Nothing to see here.
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Brown gas:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxyhydrogen
It would appear that BLP may have figured out how to take advantage of one of these unusual properties.
The amount of energy BLP claims they can generate from the unique manipulation of atomized hydrogen
atoms is reported to be massive, far more than any known chemical reaction but less than a nuclear
reaction. The majority of the energy is released as inferred, white light, ultraviolet rays, and soft X-rays.
Some kinetic energy is also generated (i.e. heat), but remarkably it appears to be a small percentage of the
total amount. Much of the energy is released within the visible spectrum of light. The visible light
possesses a spectrum that closely matches the spectrum of our own sun as measured at the surface of
Earth. The implications are not only intriguing but extremely advantageous insofar as BLP's commercial
goals are concerned.
There exists controversy where some have speculated that the SunCell reaction might actually be due to
some form of a misunderstood nuclear reaction mysteriously occurring within nuclear core of the
hydrogen atom - the proton. BLP vehemently denies such speculation. At present there also appears to be
no physical evidence of a nuclear reaction occurring such as in the form of gamma radiation. There may
also be political reasons as to why BLP denies any kind of a nuclear reaction. In any case the SunCell
reaction appears to be a new hybrid-like way of releasing massive amounts of stored energy.
The catalyst involved in SunCellTM technology revolves around mixing a small quantity of metal powder
with inorganic compounds like magnesium chloride hex hydrate. A little bit of water, (the fuel source), is
then added to this mixture. The most commonly used metal powder BLP has experimented with have
reportedly been: titanium, copper, silver, and sometimes nickel. Spot welder technology is then applied
briefly to this dampened mixture. The result is a violent explosion of light that last about 1/2000 of a
second. The explosion has been recorded with high speed photography.
A short high speed video clip of a SunCell explosion:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qR8tRDoW7Uk

Fig 3 - Portion of graphic: Periodic Table of Elements from Blacklight Power.
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/images/Periodic-Table-Poster-light.pdf
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As the explosion occurs the electron shell of the hydrogen atom is alleged to release a tremendous amount
of energy while transitioning (shrinking) down into a smaller electron shell diameter below what is
considered the "ground state", see fig 3. According to standard quantum mechanics theory hydrogen
atoms shrinking below what is known as the "ground state" is impossible. However, according to
Blacklight Power, in the process of shrinking the hydrogen atom is transformed into a different hydrogen
species. The new hydrogen "species" behaves very differently than it did before. It might be more
accurate to describe these altered hydrogen atoms as belonging a brand new family of currently
unclassified elements which BLP calls hydirnos. There are many different kinds of hydrino states.
As previously eluded to, the existence of soft X-Rays is an important finding as there is no known
chemical reaction capable of generating soft X-rays. This finding, however, remains controversial
because BLP uses spot welder technology which is known to generate soft X-Rays. BLP however
counters that the soft X-Rays they have detected and measured from SunCell technology in no way
resembles the spectral lines traditional spot welding technology generates. Presumably BLP has
experimental evidence to back up this claim.
A formidable engineering challenge that has to be addressed is managing what appears an extremely
short-lived catalyzing process… explosions if you will. Each explosion last only 0.5 milliseconds in
duration - 1/2000 of a second. A pathway BLP hopes interested companies will want to pursue is to
engineer something akin to an internal combustion engine (ICE). The "engine" needs to control these
reactions within a continuous self-generating reaction. The solid fuel aggregate, a metal powder, which
gets dispersed per explosive reaction, must then be collected and subsequently re-wetted with more water.
Ultimately, the engineering team must achieve the Holy Grail known as "closing the loop". They need to
reroute a small portion of the output energy generated as electricity back into running the regenerative
process. The system must be capable of regenerating the solid fuel aggregate with infused hydrogen (or
water vapor). This has to be done completely off-the-grid. The reaction must run stable. BLP's goal is to
regenerate 2000 explosions per second. At that rate it has been calculated that megawatts of usable energy
converted into electricity can be generated.

Fig 4 - Proposed SunCell prototype design layout
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/pdf/Abbreviated_Business_Presentation-8-2014.pdf
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The prototype would enclose the explosions within a protective reactor chamber. The energy generated
closely resembles the spectrum of “sun” light. The amount of light generated is highly concentrated. The
light is subsequently redistributed via a sophisticated arrangement of mirrors towards banks of solar cells.
The cells would then convert the light into usable electricity. BLP claims it doesn't take much input
energy to perform the entire regenerative process.
The engineering firms involved claim the SunCell reaction can be performed relatively easily because the
technology encloses the reaction within a sealed chamber in a manner akin to how an internal combustion
engine works. Apparently the SunCell reaction can occur under various kinds of atmospheric conditions
including a vacuum. At present it appears to be advantageous to generate the reaction within an enclosure
filled with a cheap and plentiful inert gas such as argon. This would help reduce long term accumulative
effects of oxidation and other forms of corrosion.
There may nevertheless be some difficult challenges to overcome. There may be a build-up of potential
oxidation as an accumulation of oxygen is separated from the hydrogen atoms that make up water
molecules. This could possibly cause a gradual degradation of the SunCell technology. But BLP has
countered this concern, saying the oxygen build-up issue can easily be taken care of by, ironically,
reintroducing a little bit of hydrogen back into the sealed chamber, and then chemically burning it to
recreate H2O, water.
In some papers BLP has claimed a COP (Co efficiency of Power) ratio of over 50:1 to 100:1, a fifty to
hundred-fold increase in exploitable energy versus the amount of input energy consumed. If true, this is a
spectacular amount of excess energy. It makes eventual commercialization of the process a very attractive
goal.
You can view the actual specifications at the following PDF file link at BlackLight Power:
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/presentations/Business_Presentation_August2014.pdf
NOTE: The above link directs you to a PDF file containing embedded video demonstrating various
components of t he SunCell technology. It is a large file. For your convenience BLP created a much
smaller abbreviated PDF version, without embedded videos at:
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/pdf/Abbreviated_Business_Presentation-8-2014.pdf
Some of the principal SunCell specifications can be found on pages 57 & 58.
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CAN BLP PROVE THEIR EXTRAORDINARY SunCellTM CLAIMS?
Because BLP is a privately funded operation, the definition of what is considered an independently
verified scientific report has often been debated, contentiously so. Many debunkers, but also honorable
critics as well, have claimed there is insufficient independent verification. They argue most of these socalled outside labs are working too closely with BLP's staff, i.e. under contract. BLP is beginning to
dispute some of these criticisms more vigorously, citing data from what they claim are independent
sources. Some of these independent claims can be seen in recent videos BLP has posted.
That said, the whole argument about what is a true “independent” test may soon become a moot point. If
the engineering firms BLP is working with can produce a prototype that can be publicly demonstrated it
will likely settle the controversy of said claims once and for all:
From the July 21, 2014, report: "BLP requested Engineering firm to provide a prototype in 16-18
weeks." *
[*current management estimate, subject to change]
That appears to imply BLP may have a prototype around the end of 2014, or soon afterwards.
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PART 2: DR. MILLS' THEORY
Grand Unified Theory of Classical Physic (GUT-CP)

AUTHOR's NOTE
It is not the purpose of this report to prove that Dr. Mills' GUT-CP theory is better than the prevailing
theories we pay homage to. A definitive assessment must be left to those far more qualified than I.
Unfortunately, Dr. Mills' theory is being ignored by the scientific community. I think this is unfortunate.
Based on what I have read, based on numerous discussions I have participated in, there appear to be many
intriguing aspects to GUT-CP that suggest, at least to me, the theory warrants a closer look. It needs a fair
trial amongst its peers. Fortunately, a trial may come soon. It may come in the form of a self-running
prototype capable of generating kilowatts of useable electricity. A successful demonstration would force
the prevailing scientific community to at least to stop ignoring Dr. Mills' theory. A successful
demonstration does not necessarily mean GUT-CP will eventually win the logical hearts of the scientific
community anytime soon. For political reasons, for reasons pertaining to government funding, of saving
face and preserving the ego, it's acceptance if truly warranted is likely to take a very long time.
This section attempts to focus on a small collection of intriguing reasons which I hope most laymen can at
least appreciate why in my opinion GUT-CP warrants a closer look.

WHAT IS DR. MILLS CLASSICAL GUT-CP?
"Grand Unified Theory of Classical Physics (GUT-CP) which is the theory that classical physical
laws (Maxwell’s Equations, Newton’s Laws, Special and General Relativity) must hold on all
scales. "
http://www.blacklightpower.com/theory-2/theory/
Mills' theory seems to be an attempt to return to a more deterministic / Newtonian perception of how the
universe operates. If Einstein been alive today, would he have shown interest in reviewing the details of
this theory? According to GUT-CP God really doesn't play dice with the Universe, at least not in the
manner that standard quantum mechanics theorizes. Mills' theory is bold in its scope. To its detractors, it
is arrogant, perhaps even megalomaniacal in its attempt to explain how the entire scale of Universe
behaves, from the sub-atomic scale to the estimated diameter of the universe. Mills' theory discards a
plethora of statistical models standard quantum mechanics has painstakingly constructed through trial and
13
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error. It has earned him pariah status in most of the physics community and academia. Despite a few
small pockets of acceptance here and there, Dr. Mills’ work has essentially been ignored - and wherever
possible denigrated.

Fig 5 - Portion of graphic: Periodic Table of Elements from Blacklight Power.
The electron orbitsphere of the hydrogen atom , the path of the electron around the hydrogen nucleus.
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/images/Periodic-Table-Poster-light.pdf

I cannot vouch for the theory's validity. Long ago I realized I don't possess sufficient mathematical
expertise to analyze the contents to the dept necessary. All I can say is that skeptics and debunkers who
have presumably analyzed the theory believe it is a deeply flawed, perhaps even laughable to some. On
the other hand others with equivalent technical & scientific degrees in physics who have delved deeply
into the math have come to the exact opposite decision. Some of these advocates believe the theory may
eventually help explain a number of conundrums that standard physics fails to accurately model. For
example, Mills' classical physics theory predicted that the expansion of the universe would be found to be
accelerating. Dr. Mills' published this prediction before empirical data verified this fact in 1995. It was
empirically verified in 1998. GUT-CP also attempts to explain the source of where Dark Matter and Dark
Energy comes from and why these properties remain difficult to detect via scientific instrumentation.
According to GUT-CP theory hydrogen atoms can be manipulated in a unique way in their singular
atomic state. When manipulated, as-such, they can release a tremendous amount of energy. Apparently,
SunCell technology can access the hydrogen atom in one of these unique singular states. When catalyzed,
the atom's electron orbital shell shrinks in predictable discrete fractional steps. (See fig 3.)
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GUT-CP calls the hydrogen's orbital shell an "Orbit Sphere". Orbit Sphere’s are presumably spherical in
shape, akin to the surface of a soap bubble. When these fractional state transitions occur a tremendous
amount of energy is released. At the same time the atom's diameter shrinks in size. GUT-CP calls
hydrogen atoms transformed to a smaller size “hydrinos”. The diameter of the orbit sphere apparently
shrinks in fractional states to 1/2, 1/3/ 1/4, 1/5, 1/6... all the way to about 1/137. Attempting to transition
below a fractional state of 1/137 is apparently not possible. Below 1/137 the velocity of the electron
within the Orbit Sphere would allegedly travel faster than the speed of light. On the other hand, the
electron may just be too damned close to the proton nucleus. As best as I can tell, nobody else seems to
know for sure what could happen. Perhaps the math still needs to be fleshed out here.
According to GUT-CP, once a hydrogen atom makes an initial transition into the hydrino species they
essentially become inert particles. There may, however, be exceptions to the rule which BLP eventually
hopes to exploit on the commercial front. BLP believes exotic new forms of hybrid compounds that take
advantage of chemically bonded hydrino atoms are possible. BLP believes some of these hybrid
compounds will possess very unique and commercially advantageous properties such as increasing
battery storage tenfold. As such the company believes the field will eventually be proven to be highly
lucrative. That said, hydrino chemistry at present is speculation. There is no practical way to perform
extensive R&D in this field due to the lack of sufficient amounts of captured hydrinos that can be
collected and exploited. The exploitation of such technology will presumably become practical when BLP
begins generating and subsequently capturing massive quantities of hydrinos, such as with the aid of
SunCell devices. This, of course, presumes that hydrinos exist, and that has yet to be proven conclusively.
However, years ago BLP managed to produce a small amount of compounds which they claimed contain
chemically bonded hydrinos that they had managed to capture. Spectrographs indicated these compounds
possessed unusual properties.

DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY, EXPLAINED BY GUT-CP
According to GUT-CP, Dark Matter is made up of hydrinos which, for the most part, remain undetectable
except in the form of gravity.
According to GUT-CP, dark matter is comprised primarily of hydrinos. Hydrinos contain pretty much the
same amount mass as the hydrogen atom, less the energy released as the atom's Orbit Sphere shrinks in
size. Once converted into hydrinos these tiny atomic species continue to float freely about in the universe
primarily as inert particles. According to Dr. Mills' GUT-CP theory, over the life-span of the cosmos this
has resulted in the generation of a massive amount of inert invisible hydrinos. If one is willing to ponder
the fact that the estimated amount of visible hydrogen represents 93.5% of all the visible elements in the
universe... it does not strike me as that much of a stretch of the imagination to speculate that Dark Matter
originally came from hydrogen being converted into hydrinos. Current astrophysics accepts the premise
that the hydrogen atom is where all the other more complex visible elements in the universe were
originally forged from.
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If one were to open the pie chart up to include Dark Matter and Dark Energy as well, the provenance of
where dark matter comes from might seem more obvious to some. Visible ordinary matter (atoms...
hydrogen, helium, oxygen, etc...) takes up approximately 4.7% of the entire universe, whereas Dark
Matter takes up 22% and Dark Energy approximately takes up the remaining 73%

Fig 6 - What Dark Matter and Dark Energy are made out of.
Graphic by Steven V Johnson

Dr. Mills GUT-CP theory also attempts to take into account what Dark Energy is made out of. In
layman's terms the “negative” energy effect is due primarily to energy being released from the cores of
stars as lighter elements fuse into heaver elements. As this occurs, the aggregate mass of a star slowly
diminishes while the surrounding fabric of 3-D space-time expands outward. The effect is visually similar
to what happens when one attempts to push a finger into a flat plain of stretched rubber, thus producing
the famous gravity well image. Then, as one removes their finger from the stretched rubber the
surrounding space-fabric stretches outward. We currently perceive this as an expansion of the surface of
space-time. We interpret this perceived expansion effect as a negative gravity effect.
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Fig 7 - Negative Energy dominating the universe, causing the cosmos to expand.
Graphic by Steven V. Johnson
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Fig 8 - Negative Energy causing the cosmos to expand.
Graphic by Steven V. Johnson

GUT-CP theory states the universe is currently close to the beginning of another expansion phase.
…Another “expansion phase? Yes, you read that right! GUT-CP, once again, brings back a new variation
of the Oscillating Universe Theory which had been discredited when the “Big Bang” theory became in
vogue. According to GUT-CP:
"The conversion of matter into energy causes spacetime, and thus the universe, to expand, since
light has inertial but no gravitational mass. The acceleration of the expansion of the presently
observed universe was predicted by Mills in 1995 and has since been confirmed experimentally.
Mills predicts that the universe expands and contracts over thousand-billion year cycles."
http://www.blacklightpower.com/theory-2/theory/cosmology/
According to GUT-CP this expansion effect is currently being measured and colloquially described as
Dark [negative] Energy. This is allegedly driving the current expansion phase of the Universe.
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Fig 9 - Positive Energy dominating the universe, causing the cosmos to contract.
Graphic by Steven V. Johnson
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Fig 10 - Positive Energy causing the cosmos to contract.
Graphic by Steven V. Johnson

Many years from now (More precisely, about 500 billion years from now, give or take several billion,
when significantly more of the Universe has been converted into energy, the Dark [negative] Energy
equation slowly shifts back into the Dark [positive] Energy phase. This occurs when energy in the form of
photons and electron neutrinos recombine to make matter. When matter is recreated it causes the
surrounding space-time fabric of space-time to shrink. By analogy, it is as if the cooling universe has
expanded to a point where it eventually hits a nexus point. Increasing amounts of converted energy
condensing back into matter occurs at a faster rate than what little matter left in the universe is capable of
shedding its internal mass by releasing energy. According to GUT-CP the Universe has been oscillating
back and forth like a bouncing spring, breathing in and out, generating Grand Cycles taking a trillion
years to complete. This, of course, begs the question as to how long have these Grand Cycles have been
going on. Who knows? Perhaps this is a matter best debated among philosophers.
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HOW OLD IS THAT LITTLE RED DWARF IN THE WINDOW?
Cosmologists currently believe the universe is approximately 13.8 billion years old, the result of an
unimaginable singular explosion called “The Big Bang”. The current model is in direct odds with Dr.
Mills’ GUT-CP explanation. Is there any evidence that might confirm the fact that the universe may be
significantly older than current estimates? How about several hundred billion years?
There has been some GUT-CP related conjecture that there may currently exist a small percentage of stars
that had been created from previous Grand Cycles. By GUT-CP definition these stars would have to be
extremely old, on the order of several hundred billion years old, perhaps trillions. Tiny red dwarfs stars
with 10% or less the mass of our own sun might fit this category. Due to their small sizes they burn
through their hydrogen fuel source at glacially slow speeds. It could take these dwarfs several trillion
years to exhaust their hydrogen fuel. Compare this to the typical life-span of our own yellow sun which is
expected to live an average life-span of around 12.3 billion years. According to GUT-CP theory where a
Grand Cycle takes a trillion years to complete a cycle it is conceivable that some red dwarfs may have
survived numerous Grand Cycles as they slowly convert their hydrogen fuel into helium.

Life Span of Red Dwarf Stars based on Solar Mass

Solar Mass
Fig 11 - Life Span of Red Dwarf stars
Wikipedia graphic modified by Steven V. Johnson
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Red_dwarf_lifetime.png

Spectral measurements of small red dwarfs would need to be checked for unusually high percentages of
helium. This would indicate extreme age. Unfortunately, these stars could be difficult to locate, and of
course this assumes they exist. Their tiny sizes make them difficult to detect visually, even with high
power telescopes. Even the closest dwarfs stars can't be seen with the naked eye. This includes the closest
star to our own sun, Proxima Centauri, only 4.24 light-years away.
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There are other complications as well. From Wikipedia:
"One mystery which has not been solved as of 2009 is the absence of red dwarfs with no metals.
(In astronomy, a metal is any element heavier than hydrogen or helium.) The Big Bang model
predicts the first generation of stars should have only hydrogen, helium, and trace amounts of
lithium. If such stars included red dwarfs, they should still be observable today, but none have yet
been identified. The preferred explanation is that without heavy elements only large and not yet
observed population III stars can form, and these rapidly burn out, leaving heavy elements which
then allow for the formation of red dwarfs. Alternative explanations, such as the idea that zerometal red dwarfs are dim and could be few in number, are considered much less likely as they
seem to conflict with stellar evolution models."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_dwarf
It would appear we have some contradictions with what astronomers expected to see. According to the
Big Bang theory, due to the long life-spans of red dwarf stars, we should see some 1st generation red
dwarf stars with no heavy elements within their cores. They should still be in existence. This would be
due to the fact that during the early stages of the universe's formation they would have come into
existence when hydrogen and smaller traces of helium and lithium were the only elements in existence.
Some of these smaller red dwarfs are so small in size they don't possess sufficient mass within their cores
to generate elements heavier than helium. Therefore, according to the Big Bang theory these stars would
have to have been created after 1st and 2nd generation stars went supernova spreading heavier elements
throughout the universe, which subsequently "seeded" the cores of red dwarfs seen today. However, it is
also theorized we should be able to see some red dwarfs with only hydrogen and small traces of helium presuably when they formed soon after the Big Bang event. None, so far, have been detected. All red
dwarfs show traces of heavy elements within their cores. This indicates, according to the Big Bang
theory, they had to have been formed significantly later after second and third generation star formation
occurred where they went supernova and exploded, subsequently seeding the universe with heavy
elements. This includes vast expanses of hydrogen clouds where new star formation occurs.
On the other hand, there might exist another intriguing GUT-CP explanation. Perhaps the reason we don't
see any red dwarfs with just hydrogen is because the universe, no matter at what phase it is in, contracting
or expanding, always contain a plethora of light and heavy elements. It's as if the universe is always in a
constant state of contamination. The only difference might be at what density such concentrations of
contamination will be found in depending on whether the universe is at maximums size or at minimum
size. This would suggest it is impossible for any star, both big or small, 1st, 2nd, or 3rd generation to form
containing only the lighter elements no matter what age the universe might be in. What proof might exist
that suggest this? All star formation both big and small appear to contain heavy elements within their
core. No stars have ever been detected containing only light elements. However, this is a matter of
conjecture depending on if you believe the Big Bang theory or GUT-CP. The both seem to explain, quite
logically, why no stars we see today are so-called pure-breeds.
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For now conjecture to prove GUT-CP is the more likely explanation may to be difficult to prove because
according to standard cosmological theory none of these "hydrogen pure" 1st and 2nd generation stars are
in existence today due to their extremely short life-spans. We really don't have any first hand spectral
evidence of what these proto-star cores actually contained. We just assume they must have only contained
lighter elements. Astronomers leave it at that.
In the meantime, if it should come to pass that a small percentage of tiny red dwarf stars can be found,
and they prove to be extremely old due to unexpectedly high spectral concentrations of helium, that
would blatantly contradict the Big Bang contention that the universe is only 13.8 billion years old.
At present I don't think astronomers are even considering the implication that some red dwarfs may be
extremely old. Complicating matters, the study of red dwarfs is not a hot topic of discussion. Many
astronomers find the study of red dwarfs a boring subject not worthy of their time. This is ironic due to
the fact that red dwarfs may comprise three quarters of all the stars in the universe. They are extremely
ubiquitous.
What about other stars, besides red dwarfs? Is there any direct evidence of this? Not yet. Actually, it
would be more accurate to say that at present nobody is looking for such evidence since the prevailing
assumption is that the universe can only be about 13.8 billion years old. Nevertheless, we may have a dry
rehearsal at hand - a possible smoking gun. There has been a recent discovery of an old star that has been
estimated to be approximately 13.8 billion years old, plus or minus 800 million years:
http://www.dailygalaxy.com/my_weblog/2013/08/25/
Excerpt:
"We have found that this is the oldest known star with a well-determined age," said Howard Bond
of Pennsylvania State University and the Space Telescope Science Institute. The star could be as
old as 14.5 billion years (plus or minus 0.8 billion years), which at first glance would make it
older than the universe's calculated age of about 13.8 billion years, an obvious dilemma. But
earlier estimates from observations dating back to 2000 placed the star as old as 16 billion years,
an age range that presented a potential dilemma for cosmologists.”
There is still a lot of controversy pertaining to the following the best formula in calculating the star's age
as accurately as possible. Nevertheless, everyone seems to agree on the premise that this star may be the
oldest one we have detected... so far. What many seem to down-playing is the disquieting fact that
according to the margin of errors that went into calculating the age, there still exists a distinct probability
that the star is older than what we currently believe is the age of the universe.

DO HYDRINOS REALLY EXIST?
GUT-CP claims hydrinos make up the unseen "Dark Matter" in the universe. If the theory is correct it
would imply that much of the matter in the universe, over 80%, has already been converted into hydrinos.
If BLP can find a way to commercialize the SunCell process, the science community would have to take
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Dr. Mills' audacious theory far more seriously than it currently does. That includes the assumption that
hydrinos explain where Dark Matter came from.
If I were to approach such speculation from a more cynical perspective, perhaps a more politically
expedient outcome might entail standard quantum mechanics going through several contentious overhauls
in an effort to pound square pegs back into round holes. This would at least give the old guard something
to preoccupy themselves with while continuing to ignore upstart theories like GUT-CP. I've heard
conjecture that standard quantum mechanics, as a workable theory, has in actuality become an
unworkable theory. I don't know how convincing this line of conjecture really is. What comes to mind is a
quote from an obscure scientist named Stan Szpak who did some research in an equally controversial
subject known as "Cold Fusion", LENR (Low Energy Nuclear Reactions),
"Scientists will believe whatever you pay them to believe."
http://old.richarddawkins.net/users/43502/comments
This is plausible if one's PhD, professional reputation, and paycheck is on the line. I do sympathize. I
have a mortgage to pay off as well. As Max Planck was quoted to have said:
"Science advances one funeral at a time."
http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Max_Planck
But for now, let's not divide the bear before it has been killed. The GUT-CP theory still needs to prove its
worthiness to be taken seriously. All of this fascinating conjecture hinges on whether BLP can get a selfrunning prototype running capable of generating kilowatts of cheap electricity. No SunCell? No new
Theory of the Cosmos. And hydrinos will continue to be relegated to the back of the bus - perhaps rightly
so.
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PART 3: BATTLE FOR LEGITIMACY OF A NEW SCIENTIFIC THEORY

HOW THE CRITICS HAVE TREATED BLACKLIGHT POWER AND GUT-CP
Over the years I have witnessed a few interesting debates, some occasionally heated. Many of those
discussions have revolved around a plethora of mathematical equations Mills has used to support his
theory. Many take exception to how Dr. Mills has used certain mathematical equations to explain the
physics behind his personal interpretation of the Cosmos. Most of the mathematical debates have been
way too convoluted for me to follow. The rest of the debates I have witnessed tend to call into question
either the accuracy or the independence of experimental evidence conducted either by BLP (in-house) or
close associates of BLP.
Here are a few of the main contenders.

CRITIC:

DR. JOHN CONNETT

Fig 12
John Connett aka "Nora Baron"
http://www.biostat.umn.edu/~john-c/john-c.homepage.html
Dr. Mills at one time managed to extract a public apology from one particularly vocal critic, an
anonymous poster who originally went by the handle of "NORA BARON" an alleged woman. "NORA",
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in midst of his posting activity was eventually outed as being a male professor at a college, John E.
Connett.
http://www.biostat.umn.edu/~john-c/john-c.homepage.html
After being outed, to his credit John Connett continued to post mathematical criticisms of Dr. Mill's
theory. The apology from Connett came after Dr. Mills had apparently convinced the professor that
certain assumptions he had originally made about Dr. Mill's use of key mathematical equations were
invalid. After posting the apology, John Connett left the scene. I have heard rumors he may have recanted
on his original recant. But if he has, he seems to have kept a low profile. I don't know the specifics.

CRITIC:

DR. ROBERT PARK

Fig 12
Dr. Robert Park
http://bobpark.physics.umd.edu/
Dr. Park, emeritus professor of physics at the University of Maryland, who before suffering a stroke back
in 2013, had been vocal in his criticisms of BLP's legitimacy. Dr. Park is a self-proclaimed slayer of
pseudo-science, of which he is sure BLP is another example. One of Dr. Park's claim-to-fame is that he
wrote a popular book called: “Voodoo Science: The Road from foolishness to Fraud” (Oxford, 2000)
where he slammed the Cold Fusion community.
Dr. Park's web page:
http://bobpark.physics.umd.edu/bob.html
Back in 2008 Dr. Park Wrote the following out on his “What’s New” blog website:
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"BlackLight Power (BLP), founded 17 years ago as HydroCatalysis, announced last week that the
company had successfully tested a prototype power system that would generate 50 KW of
thermal power. BLP anticipates delivery of the new power system in 12 to 18 months. The BLP
process, discovered by Randy Mills, is said to coax hydrogen atoms into a "state below the
ground state", called the "hydrino." There is no independent scientific confirmation of the
hydrino, and BLP has a patent problem. So they have nothing to sell but bull shit. The company is
therefore dependent on investors with deep pockets and shallow brains."
FROM: Park, Bob (June 6, 2008). "Hydrinos: How long can a really dumb idea survive?". What's
New?. University of Maryland. Retrieved 2010-12-04.
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power
The anticipated delivery of a prototype power system never manifested. Once again, it would appear that
BLP's predictions were over confident. This is also a perfect example of why many critics abound,
because countless times BLP's predictions have failed to manifest.
Dr. Park and another scientist, Dr. Peter Zimmerman (more on him later), may have had something
initially to do with urging the patent office to ignore Dr. Mills' attempt to patent their work. See topic on
Peter. Zimmerman.

CRITIC:

STEVEN CHU

Fig 13
Steven Chu - Former secretary of Energy
http://energy.gov/contributors/dr-steven-chu
Steven Chu, former United States Secretary of Energy who had been quoted to have said the following
about the legitimacy of BLP back in 2009:
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"…it's extremely unlikely that this is real, and I feel sorry for the funders [of BLP], the people
who are backing this". [Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power]
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power

CRITIC:

PHILLIP ANDERSON

Fig 14
Phillip Anderson - Nobel laureate
http://www.princeton.edu/main/news/archive/S38/73/76M09/index.xml?section=topstories
The Wikipedia article on BlackLight Power has quoted Phillip Anderson as stating the following about
GUT-CP:
"If you could fuck around with the hydrogen atom, you could fuck around with the energy
process in the sun. You could fuck around with life itself." "Everything we know about
everything would be a bunch of nonsense. That's why I'm so sure that it's a fraud."
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CRITIC:

WOLFGANG KETTERLE

Fig 15
Wolfgang Ketterle - John D. MacArthur Professor of Physics; Director, MIT-Harvard
The Wikipedia article on BlackLight Power has quoted Wolfgang Ketterle as stating:
BlackLight Power's claims are "nonsense" and that "there is no state of hydrogen lower than the
ground state".
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power

CRITIC:

DR. PETER ZIMMERMAN - A SPECIAL CASE

Fig 16
http://newenergytimes.com/v2/bubblegate/ZimmermanRetreats.shtml
Dr. Zimmerman. (PZ) Peter was chief arms-control scientist at the State Department. He was also the
former science advisor for former senator Joe Biden. During a time when Dr. Zimmerman participated in
a now disabled Yahoo Hydrino Discussion group I managed to share a series of private email exchanges
with him. This occurred roughly 10 years ago during a time when his former boss (Biden) was not as
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famous as he is now. I found Peter to be a knowledgeable and affable fellow. I enjoyed his dry humor,
though occasionally he came off to me as being somewhat patronizing in his desire to inform me about
what was real physics and what he considered pseudo physics.
I noticed that PZ occasionally advertized the fact that he was a science adviser for former senator Joe
Biden. Maybe PZ is still Biden's science-advisor... I don't know. PZ seemed to enjoy advertising his
credentials. One time I recall when presidential candidate Obama had just chosen Joe Biden to run as his
VP mate, I posted a comment where I inferred to PZ that he must feel happy about Obama's VP choice. I
left my comment open ended to see if ZP would respond. He took the bait. One again, he posted a reply
explaining his relationship with Biden. From what I could tell Peter never missed an opportunity to
promote his credentials.
I came away with the impression that PZ used the hydrino study group as his personal playground to
occasionally pontificate. Perhaps he had concluded that the Yahoo group was so marginalized that he felt
reasonably safe from the prying eyes of political scrutiny. His commentary was puckish at times. PZ gave
me the impression that he assumed the hydrino study group was inhabited by a high percentage of selfdeluded posters possessed with flawed science and physics backgrounds. Perhaps he initially viewed Dr.
Mills' in the same category, as well as his admittedly audacious GUT-CP theory. I tend to think
Zimmerman perceived the GUT-CP theory as a convenient punching bag which allowed him to expound
on his personal knowledge of standard QM. I think he assumed it would be easy to tear Dr. Mills GUTCP theory apart and skewer Dr. Mills and his company as well. Unfortunately for Dr. Zimmerman, things
didn't always go according to plan. At a time before I had discovered the discussion group I heard there
had been some interesting posts between Zimmerman and Mills. This occurred during a time when Mills
still participated in the group. I gather Dr. Mills' eventually took exception to Dr. Zimmerman questioning
his integrity as a researcher and CEO for a startup company. Zimmerman's commentary eventually landed
him in a bit of hot water with BLP's legal staff. Afterwards Zimmerman toned down his personal
criticisms of Dr. Mills. On the other hand, he was free to continue his criticisms of the GUT-CP as a
scientific theory. It's possible some of the legal wrangling that ensued may have rattled Zimmerman a bit
since I recall he once described BLP's legal staff as "goons" who went after him. I'm sure Zimmerman
wasn't used to having his own hands slapped. It was supposed to have worked the other way around.
According to John Farrell, an associate of Dr. Randal Mils, and moderator of a still-active yahoo group
Society of Classical Physics where Peter Zimmer is not an invited member, a discussion group that
focuses on BlackLightPower and Dr. Mills’ SQM theory, he told me privately that Zimmerman’s
interference probably set BLP’s business plans back by 10 years. I have no way of verifying such
speculation, except to repeat the apparent fact Zimmerman had for a while prevented the patent office
from issuing patents in BLP’s favor. Wikipedia states:
While Peter Zimmerman was chief arms-control scientist at the State Department, he stated that
his department and the Patent Office "have fought back with success" against "pseudoscientists"
and he railed against, among other things, the inventors of "hydrinos."[21]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power
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While I am being hard on Dr. Zimmerman, to Peter's credit I must in all fairness offer up a different side
pertaining to a brief news clip (Sept. 24, 2002) that involved both Senator Joe Biden and Zimmerman.
Both had been drawn into investigating the Iraq conjecture of whether a collection of aluminum tubes the
country had acquired could be used to refine a sufficient amount of fissionable bomb material.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=peter_zimmerman_1
In this post we get a glimpse of how frustrated Zimmerman had become to see the Bush administration
gathering unsubstantiated evidence as a pretext to invade Iraq. I gather Peter felt helpless and extremely
agitated that he had failed to give persuasive counsel advising the Bush administration not to use the
aluminum tubes as additional pretext to invade Iraq.

CRITIC:

WIKIPEDIA - A SPECIAL CASE

Fig 17
I may be accused of ranting a bit here, but it’s been my experience that criticism, ridicule, and
suppression of information that prevents a more balanced, neutral assessment is often the handy work of
self-appointed skeptics and debunkers whose primary protection is the anonymity the Internet affords
them. This apparently includes a small sub-group of Wikipedia editors. One would have at least expected
a certain level of neutrality would prevail within Wikipedia, the result of what should be a collective
effort edited entries. Unfortunately, the Wiki entry on "Blacklight Power" has been anything but neutral.
It hasn’t been for a very long time. Uninformed readers new to BlackLight Power and Dr. Mills's GUTPC theory would read an initial summarization that infers that the company is not worth checking out.
According to Wikipedia, BLP is most likely a "…fraud". Any attempt to post new information from
different sources suggesting otherwise, and that might help present a more neutral, more balanced
perspective tend to get removed… sometimes within minutes.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklight_Power
One individual I’ve spoken extensively with in the past, Steven Krivit (New Energy Times), looked into
the Wiki matter. He told me that in regards to how certain Wikipedia editors work, there can exist a form
of competition. Certain Wiki editors seem to keep score as to how many editing entries each other has
made. A score card, if you will. Combine this with a personal belief that they are responsible for
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protecting what they believe is a gullible public from outright fraud and charlatans, plus a need to
expound on their own provincial understanding of how science works - and one has all the motivation one
needs to keep their pet Wiki articles safe from being defiled by unwanted posters of the riff-raff kind.
Recently, Dr. Mills decided to do something about the mater. Out at Blacklight Power's web site, under
the What's New link is the following entry posted August 13, 2014:
Blacklight vigorously disputes the allegations of fraud by certain anonymous Wikipedia editors,
and has announced intentions to proceed legally against individuals and entities that assert these
false allegations. To this end, it has recently filed a defamation action in New Jersey, see:
NJ Civil Case Information Statement
The BlackLight Power Inc. Wikipedia page was amended with the notification of the filing of the
defamation suit that was promptly removed in conflict with the rules Wikipedia claims that it
adheres to. The Wikipedia page prior to being censored by an anonymous Wikipedia editor can
be found at this link: Wikipedia PDF

A brief excerpt from the filed suit:
3. In recent years, a number of distinguished scientists and scholars have observed, reviewed and
tested BlackLight's processes -- and have uniformly concluded that its technology is scientifically
feasible and deserving of support. These validations of BlackLight and its technology are posted
on the company's website, available at http://www.blacklightpower.com/technology/validationreports.
4. Nevertheless, BlackLight has been defamed by a group of internet bloggers who appear to be
active on the Wikipedia website. These bloggers, who are to date anonymous, and have dismissed
and ridiculed BlackLight and its technology, and have repeatedly republished comments that
falsely and maliciously accuse BlackLight of "fraud". These comments are significantly out of
date, having been made in 1999, prior to the technological and market success of BlackLight and
its technology. They have also alleged, falsely, that BlackLight has not delivered a working
product. Given the reach of Wikipedia, these defamations have resulted in substantial injury to
BlackLight.
5. The principal blogger involved in these defamation, John Doe Number 1, is an individual using
the screen name "Andy The Grump." John Doe Number 1 is notorious and relentless in his
defamations of BlackLight, so much so that he himself has been criticized by other Wikipedia
Bloggers, and by BlackLight itself, that his statements are false and defamatory, but continues in
his conduct.
Regarding paragraph 4, concerning the allegation by "Andy The Grump" that "...BlackLight has not
delivered a working product."... this claim, strikes me, as being open to some interpretation which might
get the accused anonymous Wiki editors off the hook. As far I know BlackLight has not delivered a
working prototype capable of generating electricity via from the transformation of hydrogen atoms into
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hydrinos. However, for many years Blacklight has been selling a highly complex molecular modeling
software product called Millsian 2.0. I would speculate a key argument BLP lawyers are likely to stress is
the fact that the Millsian software is based solely on Dr. Mills GUT-CP theories. Under the blacklight
website is the following link:
http://www.blacklightpower.com/theory-2/millsian-inc/
Excert:
"BlackLight’s wholly owned subsidiary, Millsian, Inc., is dedicated to developing computational,
chemical-design technology based on solving atomic and molecular structures using the classical
laws of physics as applied in the GUT-CP. Millsian software is a molecular modeling tool built
on those solutions. Millsian 2.0 Beta software, released in July 2009, can build exact 3D
structures and precisely calculate the total bond energy and the heat of formation of almost all
organic molecules and the major classes of compounds, including complex proteins and DNA of
interest to pharmaceutical researchers."
From what I can tell Millsian software is more than capable of modeling highly complex molecular
structures like DNA, Insulin and complex proteins. It appears to do a much better job of modeling
complex molecules than the competition software does. For example, Millsian appears to model the
binding properties of complex molecules far more accurately. The competitor software company employs
statistical tables in order to interpolate numerous molecular binding properties. Millsian uses direct
mathematical formulas based on GUT-CP principals.
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Fig: 18- Page 10 from
http://www.blacklightpower.com/wp-content/uploads/pdf/Abbreviated_Business_Presentation-8-2014.pdf
It's difficult to speculate on whether Wiki blogger "Andy The Grump" and the other two "John Does" are
in real legal trouble or not. Commentary I've read on-line seems to indicate the probability that they are
more likely to get off rather than actually be found liable. But then, perhaps suing the Wiki bloggers is not
BLP's final end game. When it comes to public exposure, some may say: Generating any kind of
publicity, good or bad, is still good publicity.

PERSONAL THOUGHTS:
The real tragedy here, in my view, is that it doesn't matter what any theory, good or bad, might suggest is
happening in the universe. In the end it is always experimental evidence that trumps any particular pet
theory. Unfortunately, all too often many of Dr. Mills' critics seem to have dismissed looking into the
experimental evidence. They excuse themselves by claiming the data wasn't collected in a truly
independent way. As such most critics and skeptics continue to feel they have all the carte blanche they
need to dismiss GUT-CP.
Early in BLP's inception black-balling of this nature, according to BLP, appear to have hindered the
company's attempts to patent many BLP processes. John Farrell, the YAHOO moderator for
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[SocietyforClassicalPhysics], told me personally the actions of individuals, like Dr. Peter Zimmerman
hindered their efforts to license their process to potential commercial enterprises, possibly setting their
operations back 10 years. It has been inferred that BLP's initial attempts to apply for patents had been
rejected as some form of unverified / pseudo science. It has been conjectured that the U.S. Patent Office
may have been advised not to legitimize any of BLP's claims. [See topic on Peter Zimmerman] At present
I suspect BLP's legal staff has fared much better, having finally learned how to submit their work in a
format that will not automatically cause an outright rejection.
BlackLight Power has not been the only group the Patent Office has alleged to have black balled. In
another equally controversial field of research known as "Cold Fusion", or Low Energy Nuclear
Reactions (LENR) those within that community have documented as fact that the Patent Office received a
memo at one time advising them not to grant patent applications that possessed the phrase "Cold Fusion".
Some have speculated that BLP, knowing full well the pariah state for which the Cold Fusion community
had unfortunately acquired back in 1989, made a strategic decision to scrupulously avoid any kind of
association. Ironically, BLP seems to have even joined the band wagon of deniers and naysayers who
claim that cold fusion research is either bogus science, or that the scientific evidence is flawed. Dr. Mills
himself repeatedly claims all Cold Fusion evidence is based entirely on faulty research. Some Cold
Fusion scholars consider this ironic, and possibly even hypocritical, coming from Dr. Mills. Of historical
interest some of the initial nickel/hydrogen experiments BLP conducted back in the early 90s would
suggest the company had initially followed a similar path of research that Cold Fusion researchers have
continued to investigate. Apparently, fairly early in BLP’s history they abandoned that direction of
research. It has been alleged that some of these earlier BLP experiments had generated some anomalous
heat. If so, apparently the amount of heat generated may not have been enough to impress Dr. Mills, at
least in terms of figuring out how to commercialize the effect.
Regarding Cold Fusion (CF) research, the controversial field is not dead. It is alive. It has survived since
1989 despite having been skewered by the majority of the scientific establishment as a result of not
knowing how to properly replicate the experimental evidence. I cannot fault most of these researchers for
having failed to reproduce the evidence. Successful replication continues to be difficult even for even
seasoned Cold Fusion researchers to get positive results, researchers who been at it for years. While slow
incremental progress has been made it remains a difficult subject to work in. Research in this field
continues to be woefully underfunded. It is not a wise career move should a physics graduate student
suggest to his professor he wants to base his PhD thesis on Cold Fusion research. Nevertheless, research
is generating interesting results in the form of anomalous heat for which Cold Fusion researchers claim
cannot be explained away as having been generated from traditional chemical reactions. The field is also
hampered by the fact that there exist many competing theories where most appear to contradict quantum
in some fundamental way. Nevertheless, the success rate is steadily increasing. This suggests that
eventually the Cold Fusion process, whatever it may be, may eventually be commercialized. Time will
tell.
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PART 4: CONCLUDNG THOUGHTS

The following post I placed out on Vortex-l, an alternate energy discussion group that often discusses
Cold Fusion and BLP issues, does a decent job of summarizing my thoughts about Dr. Mills' work, and
his chances for success.

POSTED August 17, 2014

It ought to be clear to most Vorts that I have had a tendency to post optimistic perceptions of BLP's chances of
eventually pulling the SunCell rabbit out of the hat. Clearly, my optimism is not based on my profound knowledge
of the scientific evidence, nor the many exotic theories that have been debated here. When it comes my personal
assessments of BLP's chances, it's based on a very different form of human perception: ... It's based on a feeling I
get.
Needless to say, I would not recommend investing a couple of million dollars on "...a feeling I get", not without
some physical evidence to back it up. But then, I don't have a million dollars to invest, so I guess I've got myself
covered in that sector. ;-)
I have viewed the June and July demo videos several times. I had the time since I was on vacation for a good
portion of July. This allowed me ample time to view and review the demos. It gave me time to listen to what the
audience had to say and how Randy responded to their queries.
For better or worse, the "...feeling I get" is based on the following personal observations:



The demos I witnessed were exceedingly primitive in nature. They all seemed to have been hastily
assembled out of a combination of loose equipment laying around the lab, as well as components ordered
from various industrial catalogues. All of these individual components struck me as having been slapped
together with bailing wire and duct tape. The fact that the demos did not come off as slick circus
performances is akin to the exact same development methodology I, myself, have followed countless
times when designing new software applications. As a software designer, I've learned that it is prudent to
test-prove the most primitive components independently of other variables. Do this before attempting to
assemble all the individual components together in the hope that the final product will work.
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None of the demos demonstrated as of June and July were capable of proving OverUnity. Not even close!
That did not concern me. What I saw instead was BLP making sure that various individual engineering
components on the most primitive level worked as they had hoped they would. If another one of the
most primitive components works, great. Time to put together another pubic demo, even if it is nothing
more than a small increment step. It helps keep your investors informed of the progress being made.
Most investors will appreciate being kept in the loop.



After the demos a number of hard questions were asked of "the doctor". I noticed some observers (I
assume: investors) repeatedly voiced a number of technical concerns about how the engineering staff
would be able to construct SunCell prototype that would not eventually fail or fall apart, particularly
under the extreme conditions of generating 2000 SunCell explosions per second endlessly. A 2000/second
operating cycle seemed hard for many to swallow as being a realistic engineering goal. Randy's response
was that the engineering firms he had contracted with have told them that designing the operational
tolerances of a jet engine would be a far more difficult task to undertake. In the end I did not get a sense
that these investors remained overly concerned. Granted perhaps most continued to take a wait and see
approach - but not overly concerned nor alarmed.



I recall that Randy initially spent a large amount of time discussing his hydrino theory as if to help justify
why the demonstrations ought to work. I think I would agree with Jed Rothwell in the sense that having
done so may not have really contributed all that much to anyone's practical understanding. It's pretty
clear to me that when Randy starts talking about GUT-CP he goes into his own unique altered state of
consciousness. You can see him rattle off facts, figures, and equations pertaining to the Hydrino theory as
if he had regurgitated all the theoretical components a million times before... and I'm sure he has. I would
suspect the vast majority of investors didn't follow much of Randy's highly complex train of thought. But
no matter. Most did not come to assess the validity of GUT-CP. They came to assess the validity of the
SunCell demonstrations. I think most came away feeling that BLP remains on the right development track
towards eventual commercial success.



Last of all, I am astonished by the claim that the engineering needed to assemble a SunCell prototype
appears to be an interpolation of well-understood technological and engineering principals. This includes
the predicted electrical design that will be needed to exploit PV cells optimally. Apparently no major
extrapolations of exotic new theoretical forms unproven technology that have never gotten past the
drawing board are necessary. If this turns out to be true I would consider it to be an exceedingly rare gift
from Mother Nature, a gift that conveniently fell into BLP's lap. BLP knows this.

Personal speculations:


If I were to speculate, I still think it's possible that BLP may eventually assemble a more advanced
prototype capable of demonstrating OU in their own BLP facilities... perhaps by the end of this year.
However, I'm not holding them to such a deadline. It would probably be assembled independently from
the other prototype currently being built on contract at another engineering firm. I think it logical to
assume that some technical feedback would occur between BLP labs and the contracted engineering firm.
If BLP's own labs are successful in assembling their own prototype, I would imagine the contraption will
NOT have been designed with mass production concerns in mind. It will both look and behave primitively.
The BLP demonstration would focus primarily on proving to their audience that they have successfully
shown that OU really occurs. Perhaps such a demo would not last very long. Perhaps a few of the
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engineers will be keeping their fingers crossed behind their backs. The device will probably resemble the
face of a "butt-ugly" bulldog, the aesthetics that only a BLP engineer could love.


I remain skeptical of the deadline BLP has currently imposed on itself for receiving the first SunCell
prototype around December. Of course, they did give themselves some wiggle room. Current delivery
date may be subject to change. While I understand making deadlines is crucial in the making of business
plans - fortunately for me, I'm not subjected to the same constraints. I'll be happy if they can get'er'done
in 18 - 24 months - assuming the engineers don't have to incorporate an unanticipated extrapolation of
several crucial (and unproven) engineering technologies.

Conclusion:
It matters little to me that BLP has accumulated a long history of prior predictions that failed to pan out. I'm well
aware of them, but I don't care. All I care about is whether SunCell technology will eventually work - or not. Quite
honestly, I don't know the answer to that mystery, and I suspect neither does anyone within the Vort Collective
know either if they are going to be honest with themselves. The way I see it: It will either work... or it won't. And
that's what I have to live with.
I realize some might dispute my rationale for continuing to give BLP some slack here. Some might conclude that I'm
behaving in an exceedingly naive way as well. Nevertheless, I see no reason to judge the provenance of BLP's stilldeveloping SunCell technology based on the company's long string of prior failures. If I were to have applied the
same rationale, the same judgment to the score card of own life-goals, my own hopes, and achievements, I
probably would have found a way to have taken myself out of the gene pool back in my mid-twenties. Actually, I
did follow such a rationale for a while. The results were not impressive. In the end it was fortunate that apparently
I was too stupid... or perhaps too naive to have realized what a ridiculous I fool I had been to continue to muck
along, failure after failure.
For now, I continue reading posts, especially the skeptical ones derived from the mysterious Mind of the Vort
Collective. It's important that I do. Why? Because I could still be proven wrong about the "feeling" I currently
harbor. To be proven wrong about "... a feeling" I might harbor, while potentially deflating to the ego, is no reason
to taken as a failure of one's soul.

Steven Vincent Johnson
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LAST WORDS:
Personal assessments and opinions expressed in this report were constructed from both public and private
sources. Whenever possible I did my best to temper them by assessing the opinions of others whom I
have learned to value.
One particular “opinion” I hope I never lose sight of is a belief that opinions work best when allowed free
reign to evolve as new information becomes available. This includes becoming extinct should new
information suggest their usefulness has now become obsolete.
In my opinion, the future of BlackLight Power is still evolving.

Steven Vincent Johnson
svj@orionworks.com
November 9, 2014
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